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We report constraints on the sources of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) above 109 GeV,
based on an analysis of seven years of IceCube data. This analysis efficiently selects very high
energy neutrino-induced events which have deposited energies from 5×105 GeV to above 1011 GeV.
Two neutrino-induced events with an estimated deposited energy of (2.6 ± 0.3) × 106 GeV, the
highest neutrino energy observed so far, and (7.7± 2.0)× 105 GeV were detected. The atmospheric
background-only hypothesis of detecting these events is rejected at 3.6σ. The hypothesis that the
observed events are of cosmogenic origin is also rejected at >99% CL because of the limited deposited
energy and the non-observation of events at higher energy, while their observation is consistent with
an astrophysical origin. Our limits on cosmogenic neutrino fluxes disfavor the UHECR sources
3having cosmological evolution stronger than the star formation rate, e.g., active galactic nuclei
and γ-ray bursts, assuming proton-dominated UHECRs. Constraints on UHECR sources including
mixed and heavy UHECR compositions are obtained for models of neutrino production within
UHECR sources. Our limit disfavors a significant part of parameter space for active galactic nuclei
and new-born pulsar models. These limits on the ultra-high-energy neutrino flux models are the
most stringent to date.
PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 95.55.Vj
Introduction — The sources of ultra-high-energy cos-
mic rays (UHECRs; cosmic-ray energy ECR & 1018 eV)
remain unidentified [1]. The majority of the candidate
objects are extra-Galactic, such as Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGN) [2–6] , γ-ray bursts [7–13], and starburst galax-
ies [14–19]. UHECR interactions with ambient photons
and matter at sources generate astrophysical neutrinos
with 5% of the parent UHECR energy, on average [20–
22]. Thus, a substantial fraction of these Extremely
High-Energy (EHE) astrophysical neutrinos is expected
to have an energy above 107 GeV. Moreover, neutrinos
with energies above ∼107 GeV are expected to be pro-
duced in the interactions between the highest-energy cos-
mic rays and background photons in the universe [23]. In
the following we refer to the neutrinos produced in these
interactions as cosmogenic neutrinos [24]. These astro-
physical and cosmogenic EHE neutrinos can constitute
key messengers identifying currently unknown cosmic ac-
celerators, possibly in the distant universe, because their
propagation is not influenced by background photon or
magnetic fields.
In this Letter, we report results of an analysis of seven
years of IceCube data obtained in the search for diffuse
neutrinos with energies larger than 5×105 GeV. The cur-
rent analysis is optimized in particular for the neutrinos
with energies above 107 GeV, which is higher in energy
than the other IceCube analyses [25, 26]. The analysis
described here is based on data taken between April 2008
and May 2015, corresponding to 2426 days of effective
livetime. This is approximately three times more data
than the previous IceCube EHE neutrino search based
on two years of data [27]. No cosmogenic neutrino candi-
date was observed in that study, but two PeV events were
detected [28]. Stringent limits were placed on cosmogenic
neutrino fluxes, and it was shown that astrophysical ob-
jects with emission rates per comoving space density as
a function of redshift Ψs(z) following a strong cosmolog-
ical evolution, such as Fanaroff-Riley type-II (FRII) ra-
dio galaxies, are disfavored as highest-energy cosmic-ray
sources.
Data selection and analysis — IceCube is a cubic-
kilometer deep-underground Cherenkov neutrino detec-
tor located at the South Pole [29], which is designed
to measure neutrinos with energies above 102 GeV. The
construction of the IceCube detector was completed in
December 2010. The array comprises 5160 optical sen-
sors [30, 31] on 86 vertical strings distributed over a 1-
km3 instrumented ice volume at 1450–2450 m depth. Ad-
ditional particle shower sensors at the surface constitute
the IceTop air shower array [32]. In 2008–2009, 2009–
2010, and 2010–2011, 40, 59, and 79 strings out of 86
were operational. Since 2011, IceCube has been record-
ing data using the completed array.
The primary background in this analysis consists of
downward-going muon bundles composed of a large num-
ber of muons produced in cosmic-ray interactions in the
atmosphere. This background was simulated using the
corsika package [33] with the sibyll [34] hadronic inter-
action model. The secondary background is atmospheric
neutrinos produced by the decay of charged mesons from
cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere. The atmo-
spheric neutrino simulation was generated by the Ice-
Cube neutrino-generator program based on the anis
code [35]. At energies above ∼106 GeV, prompt atmo-
spheric neutrinos from short-lived heavy meson decays
are expected to dominate over conventional atmospheric
neutrinos from pion and kaon decays. While a flux of
prompt atmospheric neutrinos must exist, it has not been
experimentally observed. The conventional atmospheric
neutrino model from [36], and the prompt model pre-
sented in [37] both incorporating the cosmic-ray knee
model given in [38] are included in the background es-
timation. An updated calculation [39] of the prompt
flux [37] predicts a reduced prompt flux by a factor of
∼2. The experimental data agree well with lower energy
background predictions [27]. Cosmogenic and astrophys-
ical neutrinos are simulated using the juliet package [40]
as in our earlier work [27].
The majority of atmospheric backgrounds deposit less
energy in IceCube than the EHE neutrino signal. We re-
ject most of the background by cutting events with low
energy deposition. The number of observed Cherenkov
photons is used as a proxy for the deposited energy.
The majority of the background is removed by requir-
ing that the measured Number of PhotoElectrons (NPE)
is larger than a zenith angle-dependent threshold. The
reconstructed zenith angle is obtained using a χ2 fit to
a simple track hypothesis [41]. The quality of the recon-
struction is evaluated via the χ2track/ndf where ndf is the
number of degrees of freedom. The selection threshold is
optimized for the cosmological neutrino model [42] and
kept constant for each detector configuration. The crite-
ria are qualitatively equivalent to those used in [27], with
details given in the Supplemental Material [43]. Events
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FIG. 1. (Color online)Solid angle and time integrated ex-
posure from April 2008 through May 2015 as a function of
neutrino energy by flavor and flavor sum, including neutrino
absorption effects in the Earth. The sharp peaked structure
at 6.3× 106 GeV for electron neutrinos is due to the Glashow
resonance [50]. The Auger exposure [51] is included for refer-
ence.
with more than a single IceTop hit in the time interval
of −1µs ≤ tca ≤ 1.5µs are rejected. Here, tca is the time
when the reconstructed downward-going track is at the
closest approach to the IceTop optical sensors. The ex-
posure of this analysis for each neutrino flavor is shown
in Fig. 1 along with the summed exposure.
The background event rate induced by the atmospheric
muons and neutrinos is reduced from ∼2.8 kHz trigger-
level rate to 0.064+0.023−0.039 events per 2426 days of livetime.
The expected event rates for cosmogenic and astrophys-
ical models are shown in Tables I and II, respectively.
Only electron and muon neutrinos are produced when
UHECRs interact with photons or matter. As a result of
flavor oscillation, νe : νµ : ντ = 1:1:1 on Earth, assuming
the standard full pion decay chain of neutrino produc-
tion [21, 44, 45]. This is compatible with TeV-PeV flavor
ratio measurements [46–49]. The neutrino distributions
are summed over the three flavors. Equal neutrino and
anti-neutrino fluxes, indistinguishable in IceCube, are as-
sumed.
Two events were observed in the present 2426-day Ice-
Cube sample. The best estimates of the deposited energy
are (7.7 ± 2.0) × 105 GeV and (2.6 ± 0.3) × 106 GeV, in
the form of a spherical particle shower and an upward-
moving track at a zenith angle of 101◦ [52], respectively.
Three previously observed PeV events [28, 53] do not pass
the current event selection, due to the increased NPE
threshold for events with χ2track/ndf ≥ 80.
The sample satisfying the selection criteria is analyzed
using the binned Poisson Log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
method [54]. The events are binned in both the recon-
structed zenith angle and the energy proxy, with only
the energy proxy information being used for events with
large χ2track/ndf . The zenith angle and energy proxy used
in the LLR test are the results of refined reconstruction
using a maximum likelihood method [55, 56]. The hy-
pothesis that the two observed events are of atmospheric
origin is tested using an ensemble of pseudo-experiment
trials to derive the LLR test statistic distribution. The
test rejects the atmospheric background-only hypothe-
sis with a p-value of 0.014% (3.6σ). Furthermore, the
hypothesis that the two events are of cosmogenic origin
is rejected with a p-value of 0.3%, because of the low
observed deposited energy and the absence of detected
events at higher energy. However, the observations are
compatible with a generic astrophysical E−2 power-law
flux with a p-value of 92.3%. The energy deposited and
the zenith angles of the two observed events are better
described by a neutrino spectrum softer than the spec-
trum of ≥ 108 GeV neutrinos, which experience strong
absorption effects during their propagation through the
Earth. This observation allows us to set an upper limit
on a neutrino flux extending above 107 GeV. The lim-
its also are derived using the LLR method. Cosmogenic
neutrino models are tested by adding an unbroken E−2
flux without cutoff as a nuisance parameter to explain
the observed two events.
The systematic uncertainties are estimated similarly
to the previous publication [27]. The primary sources
of uncertainty are simulations of the detector responses
and optical properties of the ice. These uncertainties are
evaluated with in-situ calibration system using a light
source and optical sensor sensitivity studies in the labo-
ratory. Uncertainties of +13%−42% and
+2%
−7% are estimated for
the number of background and signal events, respectively.
In addition, uncertainties of −11% are introduced to the
neutrino-interaction cross-section based on cteq5 [57]
calculated as [58] and +10% by the photonuclear energy
losses [60]. The uncertainty on the neutrino-interaction
cross section is from [59]. The uncertainty associated
with photonuclear cross section is estimated by compar-
ing the current calculation with the soft-component-only
model. Uncertainty of +34%−44% associated with the atmo-
spheric background is also included. The error is domi-
nated by the experimental uncertainty of CR spectrum
measurements (±30%) [1, 61], theoretical uncertainty on
the prompt flux calculation [37], and the primary CR
composition. All the resultant limits presented in this
Letter include systematic uncertainties. Taking the max-
imally and minimally estimated background and signal
distributions in a 1σ error range by adding systematic
uncertainties in quadrature, each signal and background
combination results in an upper limit. The weakest limit
is taken as a conservative upper limit including system-
atic uncertainties. The uncertainty is energy-dependent
and, thus, it is model-spectrum-shape dependent. Model-
dependent limits are generally weakened by ∼20% and
∼30% for cosmogenic and astrophysical-neutrino models,
respectively.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Model-dependent 90% confidence-
level limits (solid lines) for (upper panel) proton cosmogenic-
neutrino predictions (dashed lines) from Ahlers [42] and
Kotera [64] and (lower panel) astrophysical neutrino fluxes
from AGN (BLR) models of Murase [81] and Padovani (long
dashes: Yνγ = 0.8, short dashes: Yνγ = 0.3) [82], and Fang
pulsar model [84]. The range of limits indicates the central
90% energy region. Two lines of the Ahlers model represent
different threshold energy of the extragalactic UHECR com-
ponent. The deviation of the Kotera and Ahlers models below
108 GeV is due to different models of the extagalactic back-
ground light assumed for the calculation. The wide energy
coverage of the current analysis (Fig. 1) allows a stringent
model-dependent limit to be placed for both cosmogenic and
astrophysical models.
Cosmogenic neutrinos — We tested cosmogenic neu-
trino models. Aside from the primary composition de-
pendence, the cosmogenic neutrino rates in the current
analysis depend significantly on the UHECR source evo-
lution function that characterize the source classes. Ta-
ble I represents the p-values and associated 90%-CL lim-
its for cosmogenic models. The models from [42] are
constructed in such a manner that the cosmogenic γ-ray
emission from the decays of pi0 produced by the interac-
tions of UHECRs with the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) is consistent with the Fermi-LAT measurements
of the diffuse extragalactic γ-ray background [62, 63].
Our constraints on these models imply that the major-
ity of the observed γ-ray background is unlikely to be of
cosmogenic origin.
Limits on cosmogenic neutrino models [64, 65] using
two classes of source-evolution functions are presented
in Table I. One evolution function is the star formation
rate (SFR) [66], which is a generic measure of structure
formation history in the universe, and the other is that
of FRII radio-loud AGN [67, 68]. The cosmogenic mod-
els assuming FRII-type evolution have already been con-
strained by the previous study [27]. In addition, these
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Constraints on UHECR source evolu-
tion model and all flavor E−2 power-law flux model param-
eters. The colored areas represent parameter space excluded
by the current analysis. (Top) Cosmogenic flux parameters
m and zmax of UHECR-source cosmological evolution func-
tion of the form ψs(z) ∝ (1+z)m, assuming proton-dominant
UHECR primaries with only the CMB as the background pho-
ton field. A semi-analytic formulation [75], with the injected
proton spectrum of E−2.5 up to 6 × 1011 GeV, is used to
estimate the neutrino flux. The boxes indicate approximate
parameter regions for SFR [66] and FRII (-A [67] and -B [68])
neglecting the minor far-redshift contributions. (Bottom) Up-
per limits on E−2 power-law neutrino flux normalization φ0
and spectral cutoff energy Ecutν .
strong evolution models may conflict with the observed
γ-ray background [42, 69, 70]. The current analysis not
only strongly constrains the FRII-type but also is begin-
ning to constrain the parameter space where SFR drives
UHECR source evolution. The predicted neutrino spec-
tra and the corresponding model-dependent limits are
presented in Fig. 2. When the primaries are heavy nu-
clei, photodisintegration is more likely than pion produc-
tion, hence the flux of cosmogenic muon neutrinos is sup-
pressed [64, 71–74].
Thus the limit on the proton composition cosmogenic
models could also be considered as the limit on the proton
fraction of a mixed-composition UHECR model for the
given evolution model.
A more generic scanning of parameter space for the
source evolution function, Ψs(z) ∝ (1 + z)m, up to the
maximum source extension in redshift z ≤ zmax, was also
performed using an analytical parameterization [75]. Be-
cause only the CMB is assumed as the target photon field
in the parameterization, the limits are systematically
weaker than that on the models that include extragalac-
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model predictions (assuming primary protons) are shown for
comparison: Kotera et al. [64], Ahlers et al. [42], and an as-
trophysical neutrino model from Murase et al. [81]. Model-
independent differential limits on one energy decade E−1 flux
from Auger [51] and ANITA-II [86] with appropriate normal-
ization are also shown. A model-dependent upper limit on
an unbroken E−2 power-law flux from the current analysis
(E2νφ < 9.2×10−9 GeV/cm2 s sr) is shown for reference (dot-
ted line).
tic background light, such as infrared and optical pho-
tons, with the given evolution parameters. The resultant
exclusion contour is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3.
Each point represents a given cosmogenic-neutrino model
— normalized by fitting the UHECR spectrum to data
[75] — and the contour represents the exclusion con-
fidence limit calculated using the LLR method. The
UHECR spectrum dependence of cosmogenic neutrino
model is also studied in [76]. Our results disfavor a large
portion of the parameter space where m ≥ 3.5 for sources
distributed up to zmax = 2. These constraints imply that
the sources of UHECRs seem to evolve more slowly than
the SFR. Otherwise, a proton-dominant composition at
the highest energies, in particular the dip model [77], is
excluded [78], as studied also in [70, 79, 80].
Astrophysical neutrinos — We tested astrophysical
neutrino models for the UHECR sources. One of the
advantages of studying astrophysical neutrino models is
that not only proton-dominant, but also mixed- or heavy-
composition UHECR models can be tested with IceCube.
The results of the model tests are listed in Table II, and
the limits are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2.
The AGN models relate the neutrino emission rates
in each source with the observed photon fluxes using
phenomenological parameters, such as the baryon load-
ing factor ξcr [81] and the neutrino-to-γ-ray intensity ra-
tio Yνγ [82]. As the neutrino flux scales linearly with
these parameters, the limits can be interpreted as con-
straints on the parameters, as listed in Table II. The
observed UHECR generation rate around 1010 GeV (∼
1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1) requires the loading factor ξcr to
be around 3 and 100 for UHECR spectral indices s = 2.0
and 2.3, respectively [81]. The current constraints on ξcr
are comparable or slightly below these required values.
This indicates that AGN inner jets are less likely to be a
major source of the UHECRs, regardless of the observed
UHECR compositions. A consistent but weaker limit on
these models is also obtained from an analysis searching
for the neutrino signal excess in the direction of blazer
populations [83]. Rapidly spinning pulsars may also be
capable of accelerating nuclei to 1011 GeV [84]. They are
also disfavored as UHECR sources if they have cosmo-
logical evolution stronger than SFR. As shown in Fig. 2,
provided a flat neutrino spectrum in the UHECR source
is assumed, astrophysical neutrino spectra are generally
predicted to be described by a hard power law [85]. These
spectra continue up to a cutoff energy determined by the
maximal acceleration energy of the source. Figure 3 pro-
vides a generic constraint on these astrophysical fluxes
as an exclusion region in the parameter space for E−2
power-law neutrino flux normalization φ0 and spectral
cutoff energy Ecutν . It indicates that E
2φ0 ≥ 6 × 10−9
GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 is disfavored for neutrino fluxes ex-
tending above 109 GeV, such as the UHECR source mod-
els.
Differential limit — A quasi-differential 90%-CL
limit is presented in Fig. 4 using the LLR method, con-
sidering the two observed events. Each point on the solid
line is the result of an independent hypothesis test for a
decade-wide E−1 power-law flux as a signal model, repre-
senting a 90%-CL upper limit. The median null observa-
tion limit (sensitivity) is also presented. The limit for an
E−2 flux (E2νφ < 9.2×10−9 GeV/cm2 s sr) in the central
90% energy region between 1.0× 106 and 4.0× 109 GeV
is shown for reference.
Summary — Analysis of IceCube data results in the
largest exposure to date in search for the neutrino flux
above 107 GeV up to 3× 1010 GeV. The non-observation
of neutrino events with deposited energy larger than a
few PeV in seven years of IceCube data places a seri-
ous constraint on cosmogenic and astrophysical neutrino
models. The restrictions on the cosmological evolution
of UHECR sources and the model-dependent constraints
on the source classes reported herein are the strongest
constraints on the origin of the highest-energy cosmic
rays above the ankle achieved via neutrino astronomy.
7ν Model Event rate p-value MRF
per livetime
Kotera et al. [64]
SFR 3.6+0.5−0.8 22.3
+10.8
−3.9 % 1.44
Kotera et al. [64]
FRII 14.7+2.2−2.7 <0.1% 0.33
Aloisio et al. [65]
SFR 4.8+0.7−0.9 7.8
+6.8
−1.8% 1.09
Aloisio et al. [65]
FRII 24.7+3.6−4.6 <0.1% 0.20
Yoshida et al. [87]
m = 4.0, zmax = 4.0 7.0
+1.0
−1.0 0.1
+0.4
−0.1% 0.37
Ahlers et al. [42]
best fit, 1 EeV 2.8+0.4−0.4 9.5
+6.5
−1.6% 1.17
Ahlers et al. [42]
best fit, 3 EeV 4.4+0.6−0.7 2.2
+1.3
−0.9% 0.66
Ahlers et al. [42]
best fit, 10 EeV 5.3+0.8−0.8 0.7
+1.6
−0.2% 0.48
TABLE I. Cosmogenic neutrino model tests: Expected num-
ber of events in 2426 days of effective livetime, p-values from
model hypothesis test, and 90%-CL model-dependent limits
in terms of the model rejection factor (MRF) [88], defined as
the ratio between the flux upper limit and the predicted flux.
ν Model Event rate p-value MRF
per livetime
Murase et al. [81]
s = 2.3, ξCR=100 7.4
+1.1
−1.8 2.2
+9.9
−1.4% 0.96 (ξCR ≤96)
Murase et al. [81]
s = 2.0, ξCR=3 4.5
+0.7
−0.9 19.9
+20.2
−9.2 % 1.66 (ξCR ≤5.0)
Fang et al. [84]
SFR 5.5+0.8−1.1 7.8
+14.4
−3.7 % 1.34
Fang et al. [84]
uniform 1.2+0.2−0.2 54.8
+1.7
−2.7% 5.66
Padovani et al. [82]
Yνγ = 0.8 37.8
+5.6
−8.3 <0.1% 0.19 (Yνγ ≤0.15)
TABLE II. Astrophysical neutrino model tests: Same as
Table I. The flux normalization scales linearly for AGN
models with the assumed baryonic loading factor ξCR for
Murase FSRQ (broad-line region) [81] or neutrino-to-γ ra-
tio Yνγ for Padovani BL Lac [82] models. A power-law pro-
ton UHECR spectrum with index s is assumed in the FSRQ
model. The corresponding parameters for these models to
explain the measured IceCube neutrino flux in TeV-PeV
range [53] are excluded by more than 99.9% CL.
The detection of cosmogenic neutrinos from sources with
weak or no evolution, and of heavy-composition UHE-
CRs requires a larger scale detector. Cost-effective ra-
dio Askaryan neutrino detectors, such as ARA [89] or
ARIANNA [90], therefore would be an important future
option.
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